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WHAT
50

is in this resource?

original reading passages included. Each close reading passage falls within the
range of 770-980 Lexile Level. The Lexile Level and word count is marked at the top
of each passage.

5
10

Each learning target has
passages specifically dedicated to it. The learning targets for
POINT OF VIEW and INTEGRATING INFORMATION from two texts are extra special because
they each have a total of
passages so that your students can compare away!
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Each passage has pages of carefully written and consistent close reading tasks or text
dependent questions. The first page of close reading tasks is specifically aligned to the
learning target identified at the top of the page.
The second page of tasks is a SPIRAL REVIEW of all the informational learning targets for the
grade level. This is perfect for holding those kids accountable for everything they have
already learned! No skill slipping on your watch!

WHAT

standards is this aligned to?

This product is most closely aligned to the Common Core standards. However, everything is
referenced as “learning targets” so that it is applicable within any 4th grade classroom. The
learning targets in this product are:
• TEXT EVIDENCE (Common Core Standard RI.4.1)
• MAIN IDEA (Common Core Standard RI.4.2)
• CONNECTIONS (Common Core Standard RI.4.3)
• VOCABULARY (Common Core Standard RI.4.4)
• TEXT STRUCTURE (Common Core Standard RI.4.5)
• POINT OF VIEW (Common Core Standard RI.4.6)
• IMAGES AND DIAGRAMS (Common Core Standard RI.4.7)
• REASONS AND EVIDENCE (Common Core Standard RI.4.8)
• INTEGRATE INFORMATION (Common Core Standard RI.4.9)

WHY

are there two file options?

There are two options in this download. You can choose to either use a version that makes
references to Common Core or a version that does NOT make references to Common Core.
The content is the same in both files, but this option gives Common Core schools a specific
reference to the corresponding standard, which may be helpful.

SNEAK peek…
Lexile
Level

Every question
is aligned to a
clearly
marked
learning
target.

QUESTION PAGE 1

Questions specifically
focused on one
learning target

QUESTION PAGE 2
Spiral of all grade
level learning
targets

There are 5
activities just like
this for each
learning target.

TABLE of contents…
LEARNING TARGET

TEXT TITLE

LEXILE
LEVEL

TEXT EVIDENCE

PAGES 7-26

Refer to details and examples in a text when
explaining what the text says explicitly and
when drawing inferences from the text.
(CCSS RI.4.1)

q
q
q
q
q

Do You Get Enough Sleep?
The World’s Deserts
Egypt: History and Mystery
Man’s Best Friend
Talking Plants?

810
860
880
910
950

Determine the main idea of a text and
explain how it is supported by key details;
summarize the text. (CCSS RI.4.2)

q
q
q
q
q

The World at Night
Can We Float Like a Duck?
School’s Out For Summer!
Healing Power of Wolves
Saving Daylight

q
q
q
q
q

Brontosaurus: The Mixed Up Dinosaur
Do Mountains Really Grow?
Why Do Leaves Change Colors?
Cacao to Chocolate
American Explorers: Lewis and Clark
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750
790
820
860
950

770
780
800
870
940

675
570
543
539
560

PAGES 67-86
q
q
q
q
q

Can We Drink Salk Water?
Bats
How Much Do You Know About Water?
The World’s Oceans
Dinosaurs: Warm Blooded or Cold Blooded?

q
q
q
q
q

The Clean Up Crew
What’s Happening to the Polar Bears?
Rise to the Challenge: Helen Keller
Oil Spill in the Gulf
Women in Space

TEXT STRUCTURE
Describe the overall structure (e.g.,
chronology, comparison, cause/effect,
problem/solution) of events, ideas,
concepts, or information in a text or part
of a text. (CCSS RI.4.5)

564
536
508
743
670

PAGES 47-66

VOCABULARY
Determine the meaning of general
academic and domain-specific words or
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 4 topic
or subject area. (CCSS RI.4.4)

477
565
567
549
522

PAGES 27-46

CONNECTIONS
Explain events, procedures, ideas, or
concepts in a historical, scientific, or
technical text, including what happened
and why, based on specific information in
the text. (CCSS RI.4.3)

WORD
COUNT

800
770
780
810
810

591
574
457
612
514

PAGES 87-106
800
830
840
890
910

591
721
552
621
566
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LEARNING TARGET

TEXT TITLE

POINT OF VIEW
Compare and contrast a firsthand and
secondhand account of the same event or
topic; describe the differences in focus and
the information provided. (CCSS RI.4.6)

LEXILE
LEVEL

WORD
COUNT

PAGES 107-126
q Remembering the Great Depression
q The Great Depression

780

284

q Bears
q Bears Up Close

790

727

q The Berlin Wall
q My Side of the Wall

820

733
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IMAGES AND DIAGRAMS
PAGES 127-146
PASSA LEXILE LEV
F
O
R
E
ORD
Interpret information presented visually,
orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts,
graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or
interactive elements on Web pages) and
explain how the information contributes to
an understanding of the text in which it
appears. (CCSS RI.4.7)

q Cartwheels to Gold Medals
q All Eyes on Gabby Douglas

890

692

q Man on the Moon!
q The Steps That Changed Us All

990

751

770
770
820
820
900

318
569
494
629
582

q
q
q
q
q

Ring of Fire
Michael Phelps: Body Advantage?
Louis Pasteur and Germ Theory
How the Potato Conquered the World
Can Heart Attacks Be Prevented?

q
q
q
q
q

Do Forests Need Fires?
Sharks: The Ecosystem Needs Them!
Nature’s Little Helpers
The Year-Round School Debate
Conserve Helium

REASONS AND EVIDENCE
Explain how an author uses reasons and
evidence to support particular points in a
text. (CCSS RI.4.8)

PAGES 147-166

INTEGRATE INFORMATION
Integrate information from two texts on the
same topic in order to write or speak about
the subject knowledgeably. (CCSS RI.4.9)

860
880
920
910
980

623
614
604
554
718

PAGES 167-201
q Sporting Pride!
q Pay Your Athletes

800
780

573
576

q We Need Nature Reserves
q Just Say No to Reserves

890
860

538
670

q The Honeybee
q What Do You Know About Honeybees?

910
880

621
569

q Phones in Schools?
q Give Them Phones!

900
960

638
604

q Yes to Second Languages!
q More Than One Language?

870
950

451
372

50 leveled PASSAGES INCLUDED
LEARNING TARGET

COMMON CORE STANDARD NUMBER
(optional)
There are two options in this download. You can choose to
either use a version that makes references to Common Core or
a version that does NOT make references to Common Core.

LEXILE LEVEL

FULL OF DIAGRAMS, PHOTOS AND ILLUSTRATIONS!

Question Page #1
IS ALIGNED TO A SPECIFIC LEARNING TARGET

Question Page #2
IS A SPIRAL REVIEW OF THE OTHER LEARNING
TARGETS

READ

TEXT EVIDENCE
Lexile: 810L

Words: 477

CCSS RI.4.1

#1

NAME:

page 1

page 1

Do You Get Enough Sleep?
Humans should sleep up to one-third of each day. However, many people do
not get enough sleep. A healthy lifestyle starts with getting plenty of sleep. How
a person acts, thinks, and feels can all be affected by the quality of their sleep.
The National Sleep Foundation studied how much sleep each person needs.
They found that children and adults need different amounts. When it comes to
the number of sleeping hours needed, preschoolers need 11-13 hours each
night. Kids in elementary school should sleep 9-11 hours each night. Teenagers
need 8-10 hours of sleep. Adults need 7-9 hours of sleep.
The human body is designed to rest and renew during sleep. The brain gets
ready for the next day as the body sleeps. The body’s immune system does a
FIGURE A
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READ

TEXT EVIDENCE
Lexile: 810L

Words: 477

CCSS RI.4.1

#1

NAME:

page 2

page 2
better job fighting sickness after a restful night of sleep. The heart and other
vital organs also rest and recover during sleep.
People who do not get enough sleep can be at risk for heart disease and
other medical problems. They can have mood swings that affect how they
act. Sleepy kids can have problems listening in class. Not enough sleep can
create other problems in school, too. For example, tired students may
struggle to even stay awake.
E

Often poor habits lead to not enough sleep. Making small changes can
help a person have a good night of sleep. For example, it is important that
everyone in the family has a sleep schedule. Homework and activities
should be finished long before bedtime. Staying up too late to work can
harm the body’s chances of a good night’s sleep. Going to bed and
getting up at the same time each day helps the body stay in a good sleep
pattern. It is helpful to have a bedtime routine. The same routine each night
can help you relax before bed. A restful evening can help a person fall
asleep more easily. For a truly good night’s sleep, screens such as
computers and phones should be taken out of bedroom. Technology is
great during the day. However, at night, the lights and sounds from screens
can make it harder to fall asleep. Finally, for the best sleep, it is important to
watch what you eat in the evening. People who want to have a good night
of sleep should avoid eating big meals. It is also important to avoid caffeine
and sugar at night.
Every person should be concerned about the hours spent sleeping. Getting
a good night’s sleep is more than just the hours spent dreaming. A person
might have problems falling asleep, staying asleep, or even getting a restful
sleep. It is vital to have a restful night of sleep or a person’s health can begin
to suffer. Sleep is vitally important to every human being.
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RESPOND

#1

TEXT EVIDENCE

Do You Get Enough Sleep?

NAME:

page 1

1. Write two questions where the answer could be found in the text. Then find the
answer to your question and color it.
1. ____________________________________________________________________________
Color the answer to your question

Yellow

2. ____________________________________________________________________________
Color the answer to your question

Blue

2. After reading the article, do you believe you get enough sleep? Cite the evidence
and details in the article that help you answer this question.

TEXT EVIDENCE (RI.4.1)

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
3. How can poor habits and choices lead to a lack of sleep? Cite the evidence and
details in the article that help you answer this question.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
4. In paragraph E, the text says, “People who want to have a good night’s sleep
should especially avoid eating large meals.” What can you infer about this
statement?
inference = Educated guess.

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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REVIEW

#1

TEXT EVIDENCE

Do You Get Enough Sleep?

NAME:

page 1

IMAGES AND DIAGRAMS (RI.4.7)

5. Describe what FIGURE A shows.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
6. In what ways does FIGURE A give the reader a better understanding of the subject?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Write one sentence telling
the main idea of this text.

MAIN IDEA =
Topic

+ What the author says about the topic

______________________________________________________________________________________

MAIN IDEA (RI.4.2)

______________________________________________________________________________________
8. Write a summary of this text.

SUMMARY =
Main Idea

+ Supporting Details

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

TEXT STRUCTURE (RI.4.5)

______________________________________________________________________________________
9. Read Paragraph E.
This paragraph has a cause and effect relationship. DESCRIBE this cause and effect.
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Find this product in my Teachers Pay Teachers store.

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teaching-And-Tapas

Check out my teaching BLOG for more tips and ideas:
www.TeachingAndTapas.com

If you have any questions, I would be happy to help you right
away. Just EMAIL ME at:
TeachingAndTapas@gmail.com

The purchase of this product entitles the purchaser to ONE license per
classroom unless additional licenses were purchased. Sharing,
redistributing, selling, or posting this resource (or any part thereof) is strictly
prohibited without the express permission of the author. Violations are
subject to penalties according to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
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